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In 1999 South Dakota, Nebraska and Missouri enacted statutes limiting price differentials being paid by packers to livestock producers. The South Dakota statute was ruled unconstitutional in August 1999 for interfering with interstate commerce. The Nebraska Attorney General ruled in 2000 that state packer price restrictions were preempted by October 1999 federal livestock price reporting requirements. The Missouri statute was upheld as constitutional in 2001. This newsletter issue will contrast the three decisions, and consider what legal options are available to the Nebraska Unicameral should it wish to re-establish limits on livestock price differentials paid by packers.

South Dakota. The 1999 South Dakota livestock pricing statute states in part that “A packer purchasing or soliciting livestock for slaughter in this state may not discriminate in prices paid or offered to be paid to sellers of that livestock [emphasis added].” An exception is granted where the purchase is on a grade and yield basis, if the packer “publishes” the basis for any premiums paid and if the premium is available to other sellers. The statute applied to all livestock purchased for slaughter in South Dakota, including livestock outside South Dakota. The court noted that some South Dakota packers purchased up to 75% of their swine from other states.

The Federal District Court in South Dakota ruled that this statute was unconstitutional (1) because it applied to cattle and swine purchased outside of South Dakota for slaughter in South Dakota, and (2) because in response to the statute, all South Dakota packers purchased all their slaughter cattle and swine on a strict grade and yield basis with no premiums, resulting in lower prices to South Dakota livestock producers. The court ruled that the livestock pricing statute indirectly discriminated against interstate commerce because it applied to livestock sales outside South Dakota, and also because there was no offsetting economic benefit to South Dakota livestock producers (indeed, South
Dakota livestock producers were receiving lower prices).

Missouri. The 1999 Missouri livestock pricing statute states in part that “A packer purchasing or soliciting livestock in this state for slaughter shall not discriminate in prices paid or offered to be paid to sellers of that livestock [emphasis added].” An exception is granted where the purchase is on a grade and yield basis, if the packer “publishes” the basis for any premiums paid and if the premium is available to other sellers, similar to the South Dakota statute. Significantly, however, the Missouri statute applied to instate purchases for slaughter, whereas the South Dakota statute applies to livestock purchased for instate slaughter. The Missouri Federal District Court ruled in the summer of 1999 that the Missouri livestock pricing statute was unconstitutional, similar to the South Dakota statute. The state of Missouri appealed this decision to the Federal Court of Appeals.

The 8th Federal Circuit Court of Appeals reversed the district court opinion in May 2001. The appeals court ruled that the Missouri statute (in contrast to the South Dakota statute) applied only to packer livestock purchases within Missouri, and did not affect interstate purchases by Missouri packers. Thus the appeals court ruled there was no indirect discrimination against interstate commerce as had been the case in South Dakota, as the Missouri statute did not regulate sales occurring outside of Missouri. The appeals court further noted that Missouri packers could avoid the state livestock pricing restrictions by purchasing their slaughter livestock outside of Missouri, giving them livestock acquisition options not available to South Dakota packers. Similarly, Missouri livestock producers seeking higher prices than grade and yield with no premiums could have their livestock fed and sold outside of Missouri if better prices were available there.

Interestingly, in both South Dakota and Missouri the effect of state livestock pricing requirements appears to be grade and yield pricing being the only pricing available to all livestock producers, with consequently lower livestock prices to all producers, at least in the short-run.

Nebraska. The Nebraska livestock pricing statute states in part that “it is unlawful for a packer purchasing or entering into a contract to purchase swine to pay or enter into a contract to pay different prices to sellers of the swine.” An exception is granted in cases where the purchase is on a grade and yield basis, if the packer reports the basis for any premiums in the Nebraska livestock price reporting system and if the premium is available to other sellers. The Nebraska statute apparently would apply to both instate and interstate packer purchases by Nebraska packers. Thus, the Nebraska statute is more similar to the South Dakota livestock pricing statute, and would probably be ruled unconstitutional if challenged in court.

In December 1999 the Nebraska Attorney General was asked by the Nebraska Director of Agriculture if the Nebraska livestock pricing statute had been preempted by the October 1999 Federal Livestock Price Reporting Program. The Nebraska Department of Agriculture was responsible for implementing the state livestock price reporting program. The Attorney General’s January 2001 decision had two significant legal conclusions. The first was that the federal law specifically preempted state livestock reporting programs. The second conclusion dealt with the relationship between the Nebraska livestock pricing restrictions and the price reporting program. One way for packers to have paid price premiums was to have reported those premiums in the Nebraska livestock price reporting system. But the federal law preempted the Nebraska livestock pricing system. The Attorney General concluded that because the pricing restrictions and price reporting programs were so closely intertwined legally, the Nebraska pricing restrictions were preempted along with the state price reporting program.

Policy Options. The packer livestock pricing restrictions have been ruled invalid by the Nebraska Attorney General. Presumably that law could be rewritten to allow premiums to be paid if the premiums were reported under the federal price reporting program. The more interesting and more difficult question is whether the state of Nebraska should seek to limit volume premiums or other price premiums to be paid to livestock producers. To meet federal constitutional requirements, such restrictions would need to be limited to livestock purchased in Nebraska for slaughter in Nebraska. The prudent thing to do would be to watch what happens in Missouri. In the short-run, Missouri packer price restrictions could hurt Missouri livestock feeders if packers increase their interstate livestock purchases to avoid Missouri pricing restrictions. What will happen in the long-run as the impact of federal livestock price reporting is reflected in the market, remains to be seen.
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